
Who’s Driving The Van

So; well, here’s a question. 
If the men at the top – and, if you cared to pay close attention, you noticed that  when 

absolute, accountability-based reform practices were forced into play, those taking charge; those 
most vociferously proposing our nation’s unqualified need for a total don’t-talk-back punitive 
control at the very top, were, by and large, men – well, if these men were now demanding an 
unquestioned filial allegiance from any and all sundry weaker beings strung down the ladder of 
employment...

Then wasn’t the label of “Daddy” exactly appropriate?
If, in lieu of an old-fashioned, multi-voiced and often over-eighty-percent-female-

included collaboration, a top-down, punishment-based system of control was, in days of a truer, 
more benevolent accountability, being strategically implemented; if this method of management 
repeatedly required those in power to disinterestedly ignore an employee input, and, alternately, 
stay on guard (defensively watching out for; furtively looking ever more closely to find) a bad 
teacher insubordination – well, if this style of administration expected leaders to publicly 
chastise, even to the actual shaking of fingers in a public disapprobation.  

What term of authority more closely fit these newly required administrative actions? 
In point of fact, in our district the title of an unconditionally empowered parent had 

already been overtly claimed.  When, in initial years of a suddenly invasive NCLB, employees 
inside our old-school building had taken note that practices of a democratic collaboration were 
being systematically routed, a growing number of staff had sent their complaints directly to our 
then district superintendent.  Avoiding a direct look at the probable truth behind such an alarming 
barrage of anxiety now coming his way, however, this sharpsightedly futuristic leader had 
abruptly mandated attendance at an obligatory Central High assembly.  And it was there that he 
had, very assertively, explained: 

Like the proverbial father taking a family road trip? 
He was fed up.  
Furthermore?
He expected the whining to stop.
Educator complaints needed to cease, he warned, or he would personally halt the van and 

put the whiners out.
Surely it is noteworthy that, even in earliest years of test-score-penalty fixers?  This 

exceptionally perceptive leader had held the prescience to describe himself not as an old-school 
democratic, inclusively collaborative partner but, conversely, as an undisputed I-am-the-parent-
and-as-the-parent-I-make-all-decisions patriarch.  His incipient, modern-day reform argument 
had, in fact, been that – as, undeniably, the father? 

Oh, he would willingly stop his district-driven vehicle in order to put the children 
(presumably employees dependent upon a protective supervisor’s care) out.

Dumped by the wayside.
Left, one might assume, unwanted and vulnerable by the side of the road.  
An action which, in any thinking society?  
Might immediately be denounced as being not only a shockingly deplorable but fully 

unconscionable act of paternal abuse.


